
Ski Traverse o f Northern India from  Srinagar to Manali. From  
February 27 to M arch 30 Norwegians Odd Eliassen and Erik Boehlke 
and I made a 600-km journey on skis from  Srinagar in Kashm ir through 
Ladakh, Zanskar and Lahoul to Manali. Our commitment dictated a 
summer visit in 1980 to the area to place our dumps of food, fuel and 
spare equipment. This would also serve to confirm the actual route we 
were to ski and the high passes we were to cross. Our route was 
agreed as Srinagar, Sonamarg, Zoji La (11,500 feet), Dras, U m ba La 
(14,450 feet), Sankho, Ringdom Gompa, Pensi La (15,100 feet), 
Padum, Tem a Shah Nala, Kang La (18,375 feet), M iyar Nala, U daipur, 
Tandi, Rohtang Pass (13,125 feet) and Manali. We decided that the 
end of February would provide the most settled time in Kashm ir for 
our start and that as we progressed southeastwards it would get warm er 
and good snow conditions would prevail. Thus we got a taxi in Srinagar 
on February 27 to take us to near Gund where at 7200 feet lay the 
lowest snow to allow us to ski. Such heavy snow fell before we reached 
the Zoji La that because of avalanche danger we decided to get round 
this particular obstacle by returning to Srinagar, flying to Leh and 
getting a jeep to take us to a point near Dras, about 60 kms from  the 
other side of the pass. On M arch 11 we set off on our first day of proper 
skiing, passing N un and Kun at the bend of the Suru valley. On the 
evening of M arch 15 we arrived at Ringdom Gompa, where we had a 
dump of food and fuel, despite appalling snow conditions in the 100 
kms. On M arch 16 we skied over the Pensi La and had our first stretch 
of downhill skiing onto the Durung Drung Glacier on better snow con
ditions. Regrettably, having lost a little height, we were back on bad 
snow, which continued all the way to our big dump at Padum, which 
we reached at lunchtime on M arch 19. Beyond, the snow was worse 
than any one of us could remember. You would break through the



thin crust, which suddenly collapsed, and you would sink up to your 
thigh in sugar. We gained height all day on M arch 21, progressing up 
the Tem a Shah Nala until we turned off the main valley to strike up a 
glacier which leads to the Kang La. We crossed the pass (5600 meters, 
18,375 feet) at noon on M arch 22. Ahead and below lay the Miyar 
Nala, the top of which is a magnificent am phitheatre of peaks rising to 
6400 meters. F or 80 kms gravity would take us from  there to 2600 
meters (8530 feet). We covered 35 kms on M arch 23 and it was the 
most exhilarating skiing I have ever experienced. We covered the same 
distance on M arch 24 with gravity doing much of the work for us. 
A t the tiny village of Khanjar, the highest in the nala, the people took 
to their heels, having never seen skis before. We skied down through 
juniper forest, past little villages and isolated houses, past G um ba to 
our last dump at Karpat. We were able to ski down to Shakoli, which 
guards the entrance to the final gorge of the M iyar Nala, but had to walk 
down this impressive gorge for eight kms to U daipur because it was 
too steep and dangerous to ski. By noon of M arch 28 we had covered 
the 110 kms to the top of the Rohtang Pass and all that remained of 
our journey was a 6500-foot descent to Manali.
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